
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOMANDE ADM/TRI - CONCORSO PUBBLICO PER ESAMI A
COMPLESSIVI 460 POSTI PER L’ASSUNZIONE DI VARIE FIGURE

PROFESSIONALI, II AREA F3, PRESSO L’AGENZIA DELLE
DOGANE E DEI MONOPOLI - PROVA SCRITTA - BUSTA 1

1) The customs and Monopoly Agency is one of the___________tax agencies that carry out technical
and operational activities pertaining to the Ministry of Finance
A five
B three
C four

2) ADM contributes to______________and works to protect the financial interests of the country and of
the European Union
A domestic tax regulation
B domestic trade
C international tax regulation

3) The Director of the Agency is appointed for a maximun term of____________ years
A three
B two
C four

4) Customs authorities shall be primarily responsible for the _____ of the Union's international trade,
thereby contributing to _________, to the implementation of the external aspects of the internal
market, of the common trade policy and of the other common Union policies having a bearing on
trade, and to overall ______
A organization/import regulations/custom guidelines
B supervision/ fair and open trade/supply chain security
C promotion/national trade balance/commercial strategies

5) Customs controls may in particular consist of examining goods, ______ , verifying the accuracy and
completeness of the information given in a declaration or notification and the ________,
authenticity, accuracy and validity of documents, _________, inspecting luggage and other goods
carried by or on persons and carrying out official enquiries and other similar acts
A evaluating risks/ language /checking people
B taking samples /existence/inspecting means of transport
C measuring the shipment/duration/applying seals

6) Customs controls, other than ________checks, shall primarily be based on _______ analysis using
electronic data-processing techniques, with the purpose of identifying and evaluating the risks and
developing the necessary ________, on the basis of criteria developed at national, Union and, where
available, international level
A personal/professional/agenda
B random/risk/counter-measures
C systemic/general/information

7) The European Union demonstrates its commitment to maintaining robust legal _________ with
regard to dual-use items, as well as to _________ the exchange of relevant information and greater
transparency. With regard to cyber-surveillance items, the competent authorities of the Member
States should consider in particular the risk of them being used in connection with internal
_________ or the commission of serious violations of human rights and international humanitarian
law
A requirements/strengthening/repression
B options/evaluating/policies
C framework/by-passing/preferences

8) It should be possible for the Commission and the customs authorities of the Member States to
______ information on suspected breaches of intellectual property rights with the relevant
authorities of _________countries, including on goods which are in transit through the territory of
the Union and ________or are destined for those third countries
A elaborate/associated/are marketed by
B protect/candidate/are sold in
C share/third/originate in
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9) In order to ensure the swift ___________of intellectual property rights, it should be provided that,
where the customs authorities suspect, on the basis of reasonable indications, that goods under
their supervision ________ intellectual property rights, they may suspend the release of or detain
the goods whether at their own initiative or upon _________, in order to enable a person or entity
entitled to submit an application to initiate proceedings for determining whether an intellectual
property right has been infringed.
A harmonization/comply with/arbitration
B disclosure/relate to/investigation
C enforcement/infringe/application

10) _________ is considered to be a state monopoly
A Medicine
B Salt
C Gambling

11) Le funzioni della Direzione Internal Audit

12) Attività dei laboratori chimici di ADM e loro contributo alla azione di polizia giudiziaria
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